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What is Cogwise?
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The $COGW utility token backs Cogwise , which is 
required to access various AI tools and products 
powered by Cogwise. As such, the token plays a 
crucial role in the Cogwise ecosystem. 



Insights in our concepts
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Key features
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CogwiseAI Core: is a conversational AI-
powered assistant which is programmed to 
execute a command from a prompt and 
furnish a comprehensive answer that helps 
users with a wide range of tasks, such as no-
code smart-contract programming, 
debugging, market analysis, guidance, 
trading, and more.

Real-Time Trading: Cogwise provides an AI 
trading assistant designed to improve users 
technical analysis experience, easily apply 
the received parameters and strategies, ask 
Cogwise to detect chart patterns, and 
analyze historical data with the help of AI.

Contract Auditor: users can swiftly audit 
existing contracts by pasting code into 
Cogwise, to get an audit report that 
highlights any issues and offers 
suggestions for improvement.

Cogwise's Virtual Operating System: is a 
next-generation virtual machine that offers a 
unique combination of EVM compatibility 
and on-chain AI inference. It is designed to 
enable the development of decentralized 
applications on the blockchain.

Smart Contract Generator: simplifies smart 
contract creation even for those with no coding 
experience. Users can generate contracts by 
describing their desired features. One key 
advantage of using Cogwise for smart contract 
creation is its ability to stay up-to-date with the 
latest guidelines, Solidity pragma versions, and 
security vulnerabilities. This ensures that the 
generated contracts are compliant and secure.

Wallet tracking: Cogwise offers an automated 
trading system that uses complex algorithms to 
analyze market data, identify large wallet 
transactions, track a predetermined wallet. By 
monitoring their trading activity its able to 
execute trades on behalf of the trader or it can 
send a notification to the trader to copy the 
trade.

News Aggregator: by using advanced 
artificial intelligence and machine learning 
algorithms Cogwise analyzes news articles 
and social media posts from various sources 
in real-time. By identifying keywords and 
global trends, the bot can based on his 
advanced conclusion making capabilities 
predict how news, events will affect specific 
stocks or cryptocurrencies.

Gamification and Reward System: Users can 
accumulate $COGW over time, with a 
leaderboard showing the top users who have 
earned the most rewards. This can be used to 
gain access to more advanced features, or 
exclusive content. The reward system would 
incentivize users to engage with the AI 
consultant and provide feedback, while also 
providing a clear sense of progression and 
achievement.



Cogwise AI

Algorithm



In this guide, you will learn about the following:
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Natural Language Processing: Cogwise is 
designed to understand and process any input and 
generate relevant answers using HLU algorithms.

Cogwise Virtual Operating System: The CVOS is 
designed to be backward-compatible with the 
Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) while also 
supporting on-chain AI inference. This feature 
enables the CVOS to utilize the GPU for executing 
complex AI models instead of relying solely on the 
CPU.

Self develpment:Advanced AI model is built on 
open-source machine learning models that is 
significantly improving and training without a 
rest.

Cognitive Engine: The Synapse deterministic AI 
inference engine is a critical component of the 
Cogwise platform. It ensures that the AI 
inference results remain the same across 
various computing environments, even if they 
are different.

Integrated Language: Cogwise was trained on a 
vast dataset consisting of information related to 
blockchain technologies, crypto, technical 
analysis, security audits, and many other 
categories in this field. The dataset was created 
by our team of machine learning engineers, and 
this extensive training allowed Cogwise to 
acquire the multitude of functionalities it 
currently possesses.

Cogwise capabilities: Cogwise has integrated 
brain-based skills needed in acquisition of 
knowledge, manipulation of information and 
reasoning.



Natural Language

Processing (NLP)
Artificial intelligence's NLP field analyzes, creates, and 

processes human language. It covers various methods and 

algorithms for parsing, part-of-speech tagging, named entity 

recognition, sentiment analysis, and text production in natural 

language understanding and generation. NLP's ultimate 

objective is to make it possible for computers to analyze, 

comprehend, and produce human language in a way that is 

comparable to human communication.
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Why is NLP important for Cogwise?

CONLUSION
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Components of NLP

Tokenization Part-of-speech 
(POS) tagging

Named entity 
recognition 
(NER)

Sentiment 
analysis
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Components of NLP

Language 
modeling

Information 
extraction

Text 
classification

More to come!



Cogwise Engine

Reliable determinations: The engine's 
deterministic nature guarantees consistent and 
accurate AI inference results, making it ideal for 
developing reliable smart contracts and DApps.

Upgraded capability: By utilizing the GPU 
instead of the CPU to execute AI models, the 
engine enhances the platform's performance 
and scalability. This makes Cogwise an excellent 
option for organizations that want to harness 
the potential of AI and blockchain technology.

On-chain solutions: With its deterministic 
nature, the engine eliminates the need for off-
chain solutions. Developers can rely on 
consistent and accurate results without 
additional infrastructure.

CONLUSION
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Cogwise Capabilities
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Cogwise's contextual awareness is a critical 
feature that allows it to offer precise and 
relevant responses, leading to a more 
engaging and fulfilling user experience.



Integrated Language
At its core, Cogwise is a pre-trained language model that can 

understand and analyze human language because it has been 

trained on a large corpus of text data. This documentation 

page explains what a pre-trained language model is, how it 

works, and why Cogwise relies on it.
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CONLUSION



Self Development
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Understanding Machine 
Learning

Stimulating AI Researchers 
and Develpers

Sequence-to-Sequence Models

Cogwise was trained on a dataset created by our Machine Learning Engineers, and the 

model was trained on an extensive database of information regarding Technologies, 

Crypto, Technical Analysis, Security Audits, News and many more categories in this space, 

which allowed us to create the high amount of functionalities we offer with Cogwise AI.
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Fine-Tuning Iterative Improvement

CONLUSION



Cogwise Virtual Operating System

EVM Compliance AI inference 
performed on 
the blockchain

Efficiency and 
expandability

Utilization
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Cogwise

Ecosystem



Burn mechanism

$COGW Token
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Staking

Gamification System
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$COGW token
The Cogwise Token ($COGW) serves as the foundation of the 

Cogwise ecosystem, acting as the medium of exchange for 

accessing the Premium AI model that powers the platform.

$COGW holders can also take advantage of staking and farming 

opportunities, where staking provides access to the premium AI 

model and farming earns rewards for liquidity provision. 

Additionally, 35% of the fees and profits generated by Cogwise's 

tools and utilities are burned to increase the value of $COGW, while 

the other 65% is used for the growth and sustainability of Cogwise. 

Holders of $COGW tokens can also provide liquidity on 

decentralized exchanges and earn a percentage for each swap.
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Staking

Staking mechanism

Farming mechanism

CONLUSION
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Burning mechanism
The burn mechanism in the Cogwise ecosystem is a crucial feature 

that enhances the value of its native token, $COGW. It automatically 

burns 35% of every fee or profit generated by the Cogwise tools and 

utilities, thereby reducing the overall supply of $COGW. For 

instance, when a user pays 5 $COGW for accessing an advanced 

feature of Cogwise AI, 35% of that is eliminated from the supply.

The remaining 65% of the transaction income is utilized for 

developing and sustaining the Cogwise platform. This funding 

covers various aspects such as marketing, development, and 

other growth initiatives, ensuring the platform's growth and 

sustainability. This enhances the value of $COGW for token 

holders.

The burn mechanism applies to all income transactions within the 

Cogwise ecosystem, including fees for AI access and other revenues from 

the platform's various tools and utilities. Consequently, using the 

Cogwise AI contributes to the platform's growth and increases the value 

of $COGW holdings.

CONLUSION
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Gamification System
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Reward system: Users using the AI consultant 
with different tasks or interactions earn specific 
amounts of $COGW tokens.

Feedback rewards: Users who provide 
feedback on the AI consultant's performance 
earn bonus $COGW or higher rewards.

Access to more complex engagement: Users 
who reach a certain level on the leaderboard or 
earn a certain number of $COGW gain access 
to more complex engagement with the AI 
consultant. This could include more advanced 
topics or customized responses.

Leaderboard: A leaderboard shows the top 
users who have earned the most $COGW from 
using the AI consultant.

Challenges: The AI consultant can offer 
challenges to users, such as completing a quiz 
or solving a puzzle, to earn extra $COGW.

Tiered levels: The reward system has tiered 
levels, with users earning more rewards as they 
progress through the levels. For example, the 
first level might offer a small crypto token 
reward, while the highest level offers a larger 
reward and exclusive access to new features.

Social sharing: Users can earn bonus $COGW 
for sharing their experiences with the AI 
consultant on social media and tagging the brand.

The reward system incentivize users to engage with the 

AI consultant and provide valuable feedback, while also 

offering tangible rewards in the form of crypto tokens 

and more advanced engagement opportunities.

Seasonal rewards: The reward system will offer 
seasonal rewards or limited-time promotions to 
encourage engagement during those periods, 
such as holidays or special events. 



Reward System
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Long interactions

25 COGW

Referring a friend

35 COGW

Completing a task

25 COGW

Social sharing

20 COGW

Providing feedback

30 COGW

Bonus rewards

30 COGW



Cogwise

Blockchain



CogwiseAI Core
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Cogwise uses a generative model to produce

text-based replies to user inputs. The model 
comprehends the patterns and relationships in 
human language due to its training on a vast corpus 
of text data. Thus, the model provides precise, 
pertinent, and persuasive text-based replies to

the input, consistent with human language. 

Advantages of Using a

Generative Model in Cogwise 



Smart Alerts
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Introducing an innovative AI model designed to empower users with custom alerts for a wide range of 

notifications on the blockchain network. This groundbreaking technology leverages the power of artificial 

intelligence to enable users to tailor their alerts according to their specific preferences and requirements.

With this AI model, users can effortlessly create personalized notifications for various 

events occurring in the global economy and within the blockchain ecosystem, such as 

transaction confirmations, smart contract updates, token transfers. 



News Aggregator
By using advanced artificial intelligence and machine learning 

algorithms, the bot can provide real-time analysis of all the 

news and global trends, and predicts the future movement of 

certain stocks or cryptocurrencies tied to the news.
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Wallet Tracking
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Cogwise wallet tracker offers an automated system that uses complex 

algorithms to analyze market data, identify large wallet transactions, track a 

predetermined wallet. By monitoring their trading activity its able to execute 

trades on behalf of the trader or it can send a notification to the trader to 

copy the trade. These notifications can be sent via email, text message, or 

through our app. By receiving these alerts, traders can quickly respond to 

trading opportunities and potentially increase their profits.



Real-Time Trading
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In the fast-paced world of trading, having access to accurate 

market data and being able to quickly analyze it can be the 

difference between making a profit and missing out on a 

potentially lucrative opportunity. That's where cogwise trading 

bot that uses a market scanner to rank trading opportunities 

based on their relative volume, precentual price change, 

momentum, and float comes in.

+15.62%

$ 26,857.55 STRONG BUY

Cogwise AI

cogwise.eth



Smart Contracts
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With Cogwise's support for AI, smart contracts can now be 
enhanced with the ability to process and analyze data, make 
decisions, and trigger events based on the results of AI 
models. This presents endless possibilities for developers, 
such as automating complex financial instruments, managing 
supply chain processes, and implementing predictive 
maintenance solutions.



Decentralized Application
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With the support of Cogwise Ai, developers can create DApps that incorporate 
machine learning capabilities. For example, an AI-enabled DApp could use machine 
learning algorithms to analyze data and make predictions, automate decision-making 
processes, or implement chatbots that can respond to user requests.

The Cogwise burn mechanism is a unique and powerful feature that increases the value of 

$COGW by reducing its available supply. It also encourages the use of the platform's AI tools 

and utilities and presents an excellent investment opportunity for individuals interested in 

the blockchain and crypto industry.

CONLUSION



OpenAI Research
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The Open-Source Network Stimulating AI Researchers 
and Develpers

Benefits of a Distributed AI 
Research Community

Decentralization has been a significant driving force behind the explosive 

growth of blockchain technology. It has enabled organizations to securely 

share data and resources while reducing reliance on centralized 

intermediaries. Cogwise takes this approach further by seeking to 

decentralize technological and scientific research and development.

CONLUSION



Cogwise AI Characters
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These characters will be tokenized for ownership and have: The potential applications of Cowise characters include:

Intelligence

Customizable appearances

Voices

Virtual assistants

Digital companions

Digital guides



Safeguarding

All communication between users of the Cogwise protocol and the network 

is encrypted, with TLS being the main encryption protocol. To guarantee 

additional security, Cogwise wallet applications will provide secure, 

encrypted storage for private keys and will also be compatible with 

hardware wallets.

Cogwise supports on-chain transactions that are validated and 

authenticated by network participants, and the details of these 

transactions are stored on the Blockchain, making them irreversible. Off-

chain transactions are possible through offline exchanges of wallets' 

private keys, but these types of transactions are not public, and they are 

not recorded on the Blockchain. Thus, there is no way to secure or 

prevent such off-chain transactions.

Cybersecurity is a crucial aspect that requires a reliable mechanism 

to ensure the safety of the system. After a comprehensive analysis of 

various security mechanisms, Cogwise has decided to utilize the most 

secure cryptographic primitives such as public-key cryptography, AES, 

EdDSA, ECDSA, and more.
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Official links and social
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presale.cogwise.io

cogwise.io

@cogwise_io

twitter.com/cogwise

hello@cogwise.io



cogwise.io

Let’s build this

future together


